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As health systems grow, consolidate, scale and add to the 
breadth and depth of their clinical service offerings, as they 
attempt to leverage enormous investments in technology and 
compete in an ever-changing delivery landscape – complexity, 
and its accompanying costs, have never been greater. 

iVantage Performance ManagerTM is designed specifically 
to address the challenges of managing organizational-wide 
performance amid increasing complexity and  
accelerating change.

Heathcare leaders must be  
able to provide their organization 
with an integrated understanding  
of the true drivers of cost and the  
interdependencies of productivity,  
utilization, care management  
and clinical quality.

iVantage Performance ManagerTM is an integrated 
performance management platform that moves beyond 
traditional benchmarking by providing clarity and line of 
sight into your current performance and opportunities for 
improvement. Built on top of the industry’s most accurate, 
relevant and transparent data foundation, iVantage 
Performance ManagerTM provides an intuitive, powerful  
and unrivaled user experience and is supported by a  
service model that creates buy-in, trust and engagement.

iVANTAGE 
PERFORMANCE 
MANAGERTM

Cost, Quality, Effectiveness, Efficiency

Rigorously accurate 
and transparent data 
provides visibility into your 
organization’s performance 
across all dimensions – 
operational, clinical,  
quality and financial. 

DELIVERING TRANSPARENCY,  
CLARITY AND INSIGHT 

iVantage Performance ManagerTM provides clear 
line of sight into enterprise-wide performance 
and your real opportunities for improvement. 
Designed to be cascaded throughout the 
organization – from system CEO to front line 
managers, we’ve engineered the platform 
to provide visibility into the impact and 
interdependencies of productivity, utilization, 
cost and clinical quality. 

VISIBILITY

COMBATING COMPLEXITY 
REQUIRES IRONCLAD ACCURACY 

iVantage’s proprietary data mapping 
and exacting methodology provides 
for comparative data transparency 
and accuracy that is unmatched in the 
industry. This rigor establishes essential 
trust, understanding and user buy-in.

ACCURACY
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How do I achieve next-level operational,  
clinical and quality performance?
•  Help leaders set ambitious but achievable goals that  

challenge the organization to move beyond the status quo.

•   Facilitate institutional buy-in and trust by providing  
accurate and actionable information on cost and quality.

•  Provide all levels of the organization with insights into  
the drivers of operational, clinical and quality performance 
Increase efficiency, reduce cost and drive improvements 
 in patient care.

How do I measure and manage performance 
across a large and growing System?
•  Identify variation to help promote greater operational  

and clinical consistency across your expanding network.

•  Provide transparency and line-of sight into performance  
across all system assets.

•  Measure the efficiency and effectiveness of the system  
and regional shared services model. 

How do I deliver data-driven continuous 
improvement and build organizational capabilities?
•  Access Industry leading practices through iVantage 

KnowledgeWebTM, an integrated peer learning and 
collaboration platform, allowing healthcare staff from across 
the country and within systems, to share stories, successes, 
best practices, ideas and initiatives.

•  Manage performance improvement through iVantage 
PlaybookTM from initiative creation, through process steps 
to execution. Guided work-planning tools based on leading 
performance management methodologies support the 
development of initiatives.

ONGOING PARTNERSHIP 
DRIVING PEFORMANCE 
IMPROVEMENT

SYSTEMIC PROBLEMS CAN’T  
BE SOLVED WITH SILOED DATA 

iVantage Performance ManagerTM breaks down 
silos and seamlessly navigates between clinical 
and operational analytics to provide powerful 
insights into the true drivers of overall cost and 
operating performance. Client users have access 
to data at the operating unit level, as well as 
service line, DRG, physician and case-level. 

INTEGRATION

HIGH-TOUCH, PERSONALIZED SERVICE 
CREATES TRUST AND USER BUY-IN

We provide each of our clients a 
comprehensive array of support – from  
user training, to applied analytics, to  
advanced performance insights. Our unique 
service model is designed to achieve results 
through transparency and collaboration.

CLIENT SERVICE

ENTERPRISE IMPROVEMENT REQUIRES 
ORGANIZATIONAL ENGAGEMENT 

Our guided analytics, and powerful 
visualizations allow us to help clients rapidly 
move from data to insights to impact. Through 
beautifully designed technologies, our platform 
deploys best in class user-interface and design 
so that clients can focus on execution and 
driving successful outcomes. 

ACTIONABILITY

iVantage Performance ManagerTM 
Compare costs and quality to measure  
the value of healthcare within your facility, 
and to compare that value to other facilities. 



Based in Boston, Massachusetts, iVantage 
Health Analytics is a leading provider of 
performance management, cost-reduction, 
benchmarking and strategic market planning 
solutions for healthcare organizations. 
Leadership teams across the country rely on  
the company’s software and services to  help 
them to achieve or maintain their status as 
high-performing organizations. 

iVantage Health Analytics was acquired by the  
Chartis Group in 2015, strengthening iVantage’s 
position in the market through significant  
investment and thought leadership.

How Am I Performing? 

Benchmark current performance

Where Are My Opportunities? 

Identify opportunities for 
operational and clinical 
improvement 

How Do I Improve?       

Leverage peer experiences  
and field tested practices 

Am I Making Progress?  

Create, track and manage 
initiatives 

Learn more at iVantageHealth.com

STRATEGIC AND 
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
BUILDING WORLD CLASS TOOLS TO ACHIEVE     
AND SUSTAIN SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

OUR SOLUTION SUITE INCLUDES

•  Performance ManagerTM  

Integrated Performance Management and Benchmarking

•  Market IntelligenceTM 

 Insights into the Healthcare Provider Market

•  Custom Analytics  
Tailored Services for Solving your Unique Business Challenges

HEALTH ANALYTICS


